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Good afternoon Ladies and gentlemen,  and welcome to the Theatre Royal Plymouth for this 

Michael Harrison and David Ian  production of the musical The   Bodyguard  based on the 1992 

film of the same name, written by Lawrence Kasdan and adapted from the book by Alexander 

Dinelaris. The musical director is  Tom Gearing leading a ten piece orchestra. 

There will be  loud gunfire, strobe, fire  and bright lights.   

My name is Pauline , your  describer  for Act 1. This  will  run for  58 minutes followed by  an 

interval of 20 minutes,  during   which   ,my  colleague, Denise  will read  you her programme 

notes and  describe  the action in Act 2. 

The time is  set  in the late  80's in  New York. 

Former Secret Service agent turned bodyguard, Frank Farmer, is hired to protect superstar Rachel 

Marron  and her family from an unknown stalker. 

Characters and costumes 

(Alexandra Burke is not scheduled to perform at midweek or Saturday matinees including any 

revised matinee performances. The role of Rachel Marron will be played by  Zoe Birkett at these 

performances.) 

Frank Farmer is a   broad shouldered , chisel featured, lean and mean  agent who is a smart 

dresser in a grey suit and waistcoat which conceals a shoulder holster. Off duty he favours an open 

neck shirt, jeans and a leather jacket. 

Rachel Marron is a   successful, accomplished  singer, with a touch of diva about her and her stage  

costumes vary from short black and gold  skirts and gold lame bodices; sequinned tops and black 

leggings and silver boots  to  her day wear of casual jeans / dark leggings, boots  and loose 

jumpers, long scarves  and t shirts under  long  wraps. 

Bill Devaney , Rachel's manager is  dressed in a  light jacket with dark trousers or  light  suit and 

favours double breasted designs. 

Tony Scibelli, a security guard   is built like a  rugby prop  but   not overly intelligent. He wears a 

grey  smart suit that strains to contain his muscles. 

The Stalker, a burly  ex serviceman who wears his dog tags outside his vests and wears   a hoodie. 

Fletcher, is Rachel's  slim ten year old son  who favours baseball caps worn backwards, cropped 

jeans and a bright red  gilet with red sneakers. 

Nicki is  Rachel's sister and she is slim,tall and pretty and  initially wears   a short leather skirt with 

a white dotty  blouse and low heeled court shoes. She likes to relax in  Rachel's house in grey 

sweat pants, black camisole and loose cardigan with white  pumps and then  in  a neat short blue 

dress  in the  Mayan club. 

Sy Spector is Rachel's publicist and is temperamental and a perfectionist. His  smart suits are worn 

over t shirts . 



Douglas is a rep from a high powered ad agency and wears a dark suit over a white shirt 

Ray Court is an efficient   special agent with the FBI. He wears trousers and a waistcoat with a 

shoulder holster. 

Sets 

The curtain is dark grey  and decorated at its base with the words 'The Bodyguard' in  5 foot high 

yellow Roman font  edged in gold. Swirls of light smoke move up and across the curtain. A 

gunshot explodes  and the blackness clears to reveal  a gruesome scene played in spotlights. 

Frank is  shielding his cowering  client, Mr Klingman and pointing his gun at the would be assassin 

who is wounded in his gut. The lights go out and we hear two gunshots.  The curtain becomes a 

black and white  moving promotion  of close ups of Rachel's features for the following  stage show 

and  we  move to the brightly lit  Rachel Marron concert  where we hear Rachel performing  Queen 

of the Night accompanied by 8 dancers in Romanesque costumes of black and gold and the boys 

wear mini waistcoats over bare chests  with combat trousers and boots. Rachel is   on a lowered 

gantry of metal poles  against a bright light illuminating  a decorative pierced wheel. Lights are 

shone into the audience . Backstage, and  a drama unfolds regarding a mysterious letter which has 

appeared in Rachel's dressing room, a stark room with black brick walls, an armchair on the left 

beside  a metal trunk. Another stands beside the entry door at the rear. 

  We  join Frank and Devaney on a park bench  on the right   with Frank reluctantly  discussing his  

future employment as a bodyguard to Rachel Marron and her family  and we are then taken 

outside Rachel's estate and Frank meets Fletcher, Rachel's 10 year old son  who is  carrying a  red 

model car. 

 Rachel's  bright white rehearsal room in the  afternoon  is the next stop. This is a panelled room 

with ballet bars set on the walls at the back below the high  georgian narrow arched windows and 

central matching door and the dancers are rehearsing  to How will I know ,with the choreographer 

Rory. It is Frank's first tense  meeting with Rachel. 

 In a Los Angeles FBI office sparsely furnished with  two filing cabinets   on the right we listen to 

Frank and Ray discussing the anonymous letters from the stalker and the theft of one of Rachel's 

dresses; as they speak, a picture of the stalker  seen from above seated at a desk is projected 

behind them.   He is completing a letter made up of cut words from a newspaper. 

 It's morning and Rachel is seated at a piano  in her bright white  house  singing The Greatest love 

of all and  Fletcher  is playing nearby at a table  and he  is joined by Frank.  Nicki, her sister comes 

in to stand   at the piano and listens while Rachel  sings and we smoothly  switch to  listening  to 

Nicki   singing Saving all my love  in The Edison lounge in Los Angeles. Red lights border the 

proscenium and a subtle blue glow illuminates the table and chairs. Nicki is seated on a bar stool 

on the right beside a tall table.  Frank listens to her  and  escorts her home. 

Rachel is   in the  kitchen preparing fruit at a long workbench with a shelf underneath stacked with 

kitchen equipment and she is irritated  about Frank's rules and regulations concerning her routine 

and is complaining to Spector. Nicki joins them as a row erupts between Rachel and Frank. 

The stalker  deposits another letter into the  Mayan Club dressing room whilst Rachel has been on  

stage performing  and she finds the letter and shows it to Tony, Frank, Spector and Devaney and 

there is a question as to  whether to carry on with the concert. 

A decision has been reached with Frank on high alert while Rachel  dressed in a  silver sleeveless 

sequinned top with black leggings and silver boots sings Million Dollar Bill  standing on a 

rectangular podium with dancers surrounding her and  Frank has to rescue  her from the  

enthusiastic crowd and, unwittingly, from the Stalker. 



Back in her house and she is recovering from her ordeal and she  and Nicki duet with Run to You , 

but in different venues. 

It's morning and we are in the kitchen again  and Rachel is interrupted by Nicki as she is proposing 

Frank accompanies her out to dinner and they end up in a  karoake bar where three college girls 

are singing Where do broken hearts go? Rachel wins a bet and Frank has to sing  I will always love 

you .and Rachel sings I have Nothing as Act 1 closes. 

Cast 

Frank Farmer                                    Stuart Reid 

Rachel Marron           Zoe Birkett/Alexander Burke 

Bill Devaney                                       Mensah Bediako 

Tony Scibelli                                      Sian Lloyd 

Fletcher                                             Elliot Aubrey/Jhayheim Davies/ Mark Jones/ Xhanti 

Mbonzongwana/ Chiesa Musonda/Seito Smith 

Nicki Marron                                      Melissa James 

Sy Spector                                         Adam Venus 

Douglas                                              Edward Clark 

Rory                                                    David Page 

Ray Court                                            Glen Fox 

stalker                                                Mike Denman    

Jimmy                                                  Gil Kolirin 



The Bodyguard – Act 2 

Audio Describer:  Denise Reeves 

Welcome back everyone to this wonderful and engaging performance of The Bodyguard.  I 

am Denise your audio describer for Act 2 which lasts for 54 minutes.    

We begin the second act in Rachel’s bedroom.  In front of the long elegant window is a 

double bed with cream headboard.   Either side are two bed side tables each with a lamp 

which is softly lit.  The bed sits on a large cream rug.   Long pastel pink drapes are drawn 

back half way down to create an intimate atmosphere.   

Rachel, wearing an elegant emerald green silk dressing gown, sings “All the Man I Need” to 

Frank whilst he lies in the bed asleep.   Rachel, caught up in the moment is unaware that 

Nikki sees them.  Her sister is bitter about Rachel’s new found relationship with Frank.   

This segues into a recording studio where Rachel is in a recording booth with headset on 

singing into a microphone the song “All the Man I need”.   She is dressed in a white top over 

black leggings.  Her dark hair is now loose around her shoulders.   

To the right are some of the recording crew and a sound technician sits behind a mixing 

board laying down the track.   

Sliders on the left now move to reveal Fletcher’s bedroom.  On the back wall is a big picture 

of a Cadillac over a background of the American flag, the Stars and Stripes.  Beneath the bed 

are a couple of drawers and shelves with books on.  At the head of the bed is a unit of 

shelves filled with various toys. 

Rachel sits on the bed with Fletcher who is in his pyjamas. They look at some photographs 

with Spector in preparation for a benefit concert in Miami.    

However, Frank tells Fletcher that he has to stay at home, but does give him a pass to get 

into the Academy Awards.   

At a theatre in Miami Rachel performs “I’m every Woman” to a delighted audience.   As the 

music explodes the stage opens to reveal four frames each with lights that change colour 

from red, green, blue and gold.   Rachel wears a fabulous short slinky red sequined dress 

with pale pink satin heels.  Her five backing singers wear similar gold costumes with 

matching shoes.   The six male dancers have red open necked shirts and black trousers.   

Meanwhile back on Rachel’s estate, Frank checks in on Fletcher unaware that the Stalker is 

in the house.   Fletcher also is unaware of the Stalker who is in fact dressed as a security 

guard in grey trousers and a waistcoat over white shirt and tie.  He has a gun in a shoulder 

holster and a stage ID pass around his neck.     

In another part of the house, Nikki is at home alone watching over Fletcher.  The slider 

reveals a chair and side table with a lamp on it.  Nikki is dressed in black leggings and top, 

over which is a long short sleeved beige open cardigan.  She sings “All at Once” as she 

moves to Fletcher’s bedroom unaware that the stalker sees her.   

With danger looming it is no longer safe at the house and so Frank together with Rachel’s 

driver, her son and sister go to the Lake House, a remote cabin in the mountains belonging 

to Frank’s father.    On the back wall is a leaded window with green curtains.  Alongside a 

large stoned brick fireplace dominates the wall, with a lit wall lamp on one side and a 

picture on the other.  In front is a large rug with a chair and bean bag.  To the left is a rustic 



wooden dining table with stools and a smaller table laden with kitchen items.  Beyond is the 

front door leading onto a porch with an outside light.   

Rachel discovers that Frank’s mother died of cancer the year before, when Frank was busy 

looking after the Senator.  Whilst at his mother’s funeral the senator was shot, for which 

Frank carries that guilt.   

Rachel and Nicki recall childhood memories with Fletcher of times with their mother when 

she sang Jesus Loves me to them.  

Later that night in the living room Frank notices Rachel in her beautiful emerald silk 

nightgown standing by the fire.  However, not all is as it seems and tensions rise as the 

group, cocooned in this mountain retreat are living at such close quarters.   

Despite the obvious dangers that surround Rachel, she decides to perform at the Oscars.   

At the ceremony security is tight as word of the Stalker’s movements and intentions become 

more prolific.   

Rachel arrives at the event dressed in a long elegant gold satin off one shoulder gown with a 

train and matching shoes.    The dress is complimented by a glittering necklace and drop 

earrings.  She wears her hair up in a sophisticated style.    

But the tension climaxes as Rachel sings her Oscar nominated song “One Moment in Time”.   

A few weeks later back at Rachel’s mansion, Rachel and Fletcher are preparing to move 

away.  Two vases abundantly filled with beautiful tall white flowers sit on two hall tables 

placed either side of the French windows which dominate the back of the stage.   

Frank returns with his arm in a sling and brings a gift for Fletcher.   Rachel sings the iconic 

song “I Will Always Love You” to an emotional farewell.   

The next audio performance will be Shrek on Wednesday 5
th

 August at 2:30 pm.   


